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CMS VISION
CMS endeavours to conduct path breaking Research, Advocacy
and =L=?EPUQEH@EJC in 0K?E=H!ARAHKLIAJP, "JRENKJIAJP,
KIIQJE?=PEKJ, Media and 1N=JOL=NAJ?U issues to work towards
a vision of Equity and Effective Governance.

CMS UNIQUENESS
JKJLNKłP=J@JKJL=NPEO=JNAOA=N?DKNC=JEO=PEKJ
NAOA=N?D>=OA@PDEJGP=JG?KIIEPPA@PKNECKNKQO=J@K>FA?PERA=J=HUOEOPK
support improved policymaking.
?KIIEPPA@B=?EHEP=PKNEJD=J@HEJC?KILHATOK?E=H@ARAHKLIAJP 
environment, communication, media, transparency and governance issues.
/AOA=N?D>=OA@=@RK?=?U?=IL=ECJO=J@?=L=?EPU>QEH@EJCEJEPE=PERAO
>EHEPUPKSKNGABBA?PERAHUSEPD@ERANOAOP=GADKH@ANOEJ?HQ@EJCIA@E= ?KNLKN=PEKJO
policy makers and civil society to address equity challenges.

*0SKNGOPDNKQCDAECDP@UJ=IE?PA=IOġ

Mapping Progress in the Development Sector

Nurturing Talent and Concerns

Communication for Social Change

Field Based Scientific Studies

Promoting Environmental Responsibility

Empowering Media and Monitoring Trends

Working Towards Better Governance

Innovative Engagements & Campaigns

SSS?IOEJ@E=KNC

*0313/+=PPDA1DNAODKH@KB=+AS"N=
As CMS VATAVARAN completes an eventful decade of dedicated
efforts, it gives me immense satisfaction for what it achieved
over these years with six editions of international competitive
łHIBAOPER=HO BKQNA@EPEKJOKBPN=RAHHEJCłHIBAOPER=HO?KRANEJC
cities across India, and many workshops, seminars and exhibitions. Even more impressively,
during all these years CMS VATAVARAN was able to bring to fore more than 1000 newly
LNK@Q?A@ łHIO  KJ = N=JCA KB HK?=HHU =O SAHH =O CHK>=HHU NAHAR=JP AJRENKJIAJP=H EOOQAO 
and directly reaching out a million citizens till date in this environment movement. Equally
EILKNP=JPEOPD=P@QNEJCPDEO@A?=@A OARAN=H=S=N@SEJJEJCłHIOD=RAD=@=OECJEł?=JPOK?E=H
impact and contributed in policy formulation.
Such an impressive outcome would not have been possible without the continued support
of Ministry of Environment and Forests, Royal Norwegian Embassy, prominent Indian and
foreign agencies, multilateral organisations, media, civil society organisations, concerned
public and corporate sector. All that happened with meticulously devised strategy and
passionate execution of the plans in a transparent mannerwith association of some 200
experts from across the country. So also eminent personalities like Shyam Benegal and
Adoor Gopalkrishnan who have always given their support to this green endeavour.
CMS VATAVARAN has now become a national movement – it is no longer an experiment as
EPOP=NPA@&PEOJKP=LNKFA?PSEPDODKNPPANICK=HO0QOP=EJEJC O?=HEJCQL=J@?KJOKHE@=PEJC
these achievements are far more important. We all at CMS would like to now pursue this,
with your support.
We welcome your suggestions and active participation in these endeavors.
This process is now starting with the 2011 festival, which is being organised on an altogether
new format and scale. Master classes, Trade shows, Meet the Commissioner and Speed
pitching – all are part of the new format that has been devised for this year’s festival. It will not
KJHULNKRE@A=>ECCAN?NA=PERALH=PBKNIPKłHII=GANO NAOA=N?DANO=J@J=PQNAAJPDQOE=OPO>QP
will also push forward co-production and research avenues in the Asian region. Participation
of several speakers of international repute including Dr George Schaller, who has also lend a
great deal of credibility to these newer initiatives.
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